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In October 2014, an international and interdisciplinary research symposium titled
The Global Katrina Effect, 2005–2015: Hurricane Katrina’s Impact on Disaster
Management Systems Worldwide, was held at Millersville University in the USA.
Sponsored by Millersville’s Center for Disaster Research and Education, the conference’s
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intellectual scope emerged out of a Masters’ level seminar on comparative emergency
management. Seminar members had discussed a recently enacted New Zealand policy
addressing post-disaster companion animal protections, a response to what officials had
observed regarding the desperate plight of such animals following Hurricane Katrina in
August 2005. The New Zealand case study prompted the class participants to consider a
much broader question: while it was widely known that Katrina had forever transformed
the American emergency management landscape, had the event also altered disasterrelated operating environments in other countries?
With an eye toward Katrina’s impending 10th anniversary, Millersville organised the
Global Katrina Effect conference to generate research interest on that very question. The
2014 meeting drew scholars, policymakers, practitioners and students from across the
country – including the impacted Gulf Coast region – and from around the world.
Symposium participants shared their findings concerning Katrina’s international
influence upon fields as diverse as storm surge forecasting to social work case
management. Several of the Global Katrina Effect symposium studies were subsequently
submitted for consideration for this special issue of IJEM. These submissions were joined
by other works following an international call for papers. In all cases, manuscripts
underwent a double blind refereed process before being accepted for publication.
As guest editors, we wish to especially thank IJEM’s now honorary editor,
Professor Jean-Luc Wybo, for his immediately forthcoming enthusiasm for the
project and his vision in recommending that the entire issue be available as open
source. We also want to recognise the many reviewers who dedicated their valuable time
behind the scenes during the vetting process as well as the IJEM editorial staff for
making the issue a reality.
Katrina’s recent 10th anniversary in August 2015 provided a vital opportunity to
appraise how the disaster reshaped the American emergency management terrain. The
studies included in this special issue revisit that fateful event from a vastly different
perspective. The contributions contained here demonstrate that the world responded in
ways far beyond that of expressions of solidarity and relief offers in the direct aftermath
of the catastrophe. Many countries internalised the US government’s Katrina response as
a cautionary tale for their own domestic emergency management processes and heeded
the lessons accordingly. From this perspective, perhaps the US Gulf Coast’s tremendous
suffering not only galvanised action within the US disaster management sector, but also
advanced the policy conversation for disaster vulnerable communities around the globe.

